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Atmospheric COS concentrationswere measured by three analytical systems during the Chemical
Instrumentation Test and Evaluation (CITE 3) project. The three systems all used cryogenic sample
preconcentrationand gas chromatographic(GC) separationbut differed in the method of detection.The
FPD system used a flame photometric detector, the MS system used a mass selective detector, and the
ECD-S systemuseda fluorinating catalystfollowed by an electroncapturedetector.With the FPD system,
we found a mean COS concentrationof 510 ppt over the North Atlantic and 442 ppt over the Tropical
Atlantic. With the ECD-S system,we found a meanCOS concentrationof 489 ppt over the North Atlantic
and 419 ppt over the Tropical Atlantic. All three systemsregistereda latitudinal gradient in atmospheric
COS of between 1.6 and 2.0 ppt per degree of latitude, with increasing COS concentrationsnorthward
which was similar to the gradient measuredby Bingemet et al. (1990). It is difficult to reconcile the
measuredlatitudinal concentrationgradient with present theories of the global COS budget since the
largest sink of COS is thoughtto be a flux to land plants, most of which are in the northernhemisphere.

INTRODUCTION

Of all the major sulfur compoundsoccurring in the atmosphere,carbonyl sulfide (COS) has the greatestmean concentration and the least variability. Since 1975, troposphericCOS
measurementsfrom Europe [SandalIs and Penkerr, 1977],
North America [Maroulis et al., 1977], the remote Pacific
[Torres et al., 1980; Johnson and Harrison, 1986], and the
central Atlantic [Bingemet et al., 1990] have all shown COS
concentrationsto range from 350 to 650 ppt with a mean value
near 500 ppt. This homogeneous concentration implies a
lifetime of several years or more, at least several orders of
magnitude longer than other naturally occurring sulfur com-

pounds.Only anthropogenic
SF6, presentat very low concentrations in the atmosphere,<3 ppt [Zander et al., 1991] has a
longer lifetime.
Numerous sourcesof atmosphericCOS have been investigated.Goldan et al. [1988], reviewing earlier measurementsof
soil emissions [Goldan et al., 1987; Lamb et al.,

1987]

estimateda global sourceof COS to the atmospherefrom soils

of 1.2to 3.3 Gmol(109mol)of COSperyear.Johnson
and
Harrison [1986] calculated an annual oceanic source of COS

to the atmosphereof 3 to 7 Gmol, somewhatless than earlier
estimates of 5 to 13 Gmol [Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984] and
7.7 Gmol [Ferek and Andreae, 1983]. Crutzen et al. [1979]

estimatedthat biomassburning contributes3.3 Gmol of COS
annually to the atmosphere.Khalil and Rasmussen[1984]
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estimated that anthropogenic emissions of COS to the
atmosphereranged from 1 to 5 Gmol/yr. Last, COS appearsto

be a productof OH-initiated atmosphericoxidationof CS2.
Laboratorystudieshave found that the CS2 to COS product
ratio is unity so that for each CS: moleculeemittedinto the
atmosphere,a molecule of COS will be produced[Barns et al.,
1983]. The global source of atmospheric COS from this
reaction can be estimated from the calculated global sourceof

atmosphericCS:. Alternatively,the COS sourcecanbe calculated as the mean atmosphericCS: concentration
divided by
the atmosphericlifetime of CS:. Measurementsduring the
Chemical Instrumentation Test and Evaluation (CITE 3)
program [Johnsonand Bates, this issue; Bandy et al., this issue

(a), (b)] showedthatthe meanatmospheric
CS2concentration
is lower than previously estimated, as recently noted by Kim

andAndreae[ 1987].A meanatmospheric
CS: concentration
of
1 ppt and lifetime of 10 days [Barns et al., 1983] results in an
annual COS source of 5 Gmol of COS. In summary, these
proposed sources of atmospheric COS amount to 13 to
23 Gmol/yr.
Only a few sinks of atmosphericCOS have been identified.
Although the most important climatic consequenceof atmosphericCOS is its flux to the stratosphere[Crutzen, 1976], the
estimated flux of approximately 2.5 Gmol/yr [Turco et al.,
1980] is small in comparison with the total COS sources.
Reaction with OH radical, the major sink for almost all
reduced gasesin the atmosphere,has been shown to be very
slow for COS [Wahner and Ravishankara, 1987; Chen and
Lee, 1986], amountingto only 1.7 to 2.5 Gmol/yr. A proposed
sink of atmosphericCOS to land plants [Fall et al., 1988;
Taylor et al., 1983; Kluczewski et al., 1985] appearsto be the
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major sinkof atmosphericCOS, althoughactualfield measurements of this processremain scarce. Goldan et al. [1988]
estimatedthe global sink of atmosphericCOS to land plantsto
be 3.3-6.7 Gmol COS per year, usinglaboratorymeasurements
of the uptakeof COS by agriculturalplants.The total for these
three sinksrangesfrom 7.5 to 12 Gmol/yr.
A proposedglobal budget of COS is shown in Table 1.
Estimatesof the atmosphericlifetime of COS rangefrom 2 to
5 yearsbasedon the rangeof proposedsources.As with other
proposed budgets [Kahlil and Rasmussen,1984; Johnson,
1985; Goldan et al., 1988], this budget can only be balanced
by takingthe minimumvaluefor the sourcesandthe maximum
value for the sinks. Since the concentrations

of COS in the

atmosphereare nearthe valuesthat were recordedin the mid1970's [SandalIs and Penkett, 1977; Torres et al., 1980], it is
obvious that the sourcesand sinks of COS in the atmosphere
must be close to steady state.

If the lifetime is comparableto the interhemispheric
mixing
time of 1 year, a measurableinterhemisphericCOS concentrationgradientshouldexist,providedthe sourcesandsinksof
atmosphericCOS do not exactly balancewithin each hemisphere. Measurementof an interhemisphericor latitudinal
gradient of atmosphericCOS concentrations
can therefore
place constraintson possibleCOS budgetestimates.
We present here COS data collected during the NASA
CITE 3 programfrom three different instruments,which all
showa COS latitudinal gradient.We discussthe presentuncertaintiesin our understanding
of the globalcycleof atmospheric
COS andcomparethe resultsof our measurements
with present
theories of the atmosphericCOS cycle.
MEASUREMENTS

The CITE 3 projectoccurredin Augustand Septemberof
1989 with the primary mission of intercomparinga large
numberof techniquesto measurefive sulfurgases(H2S, COS,

SO2, DMS, CS2) underactualfield conditions.
Sevenflights
were conducted over the North Atlantic, and an additional

Three of the instrumentson the Electra measuredcarbonyl
sulfide. The electroncapturesulfur detector(ECD-S) from the
NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory is fully
describedby Johnsonand Bates [this issue]. Briefly, COS in
a 167-mL sample of air was cryogenically enriched and

chromatographed
on a CarbopackB/l% XE-60/1.5% H3PO4
column using nitrogen carrier. After exiting the separation
column, sulfur compoundswere fluorinated on a silver catalyst

with the additionof a low concentration
of F2, thendetectedin
an ECD. For COS the systemhad a calculated detection limit
of 5 ppt, a reproducibility(precision)of 8%, and an accuracy
of 12%. The quotedprecisionis likely a conservativeestimate,
as the entire set of atmosphericCOS concentrationmeasurements from the Tropical Atlantic had a sigma over mean of
2%. Standardscontainedin aluminum high-pressurecylinders
were diluted with zero air and analyzed every 40 to 60 min to
calibrate the system. The COS concentrationsin the highpressurecylinderswere determinedfrom standardsgenerated
using gravimetrically calibratedpermeationtubes.
The flame photometricdetection(FPD) systemis similar to
the systemused on the GAMETAG project in 1977 and 1978
[Torres et al., 1980; Maroulis, 1980]. Briefly, COS in a
810-mL air sample was cryogenically enriched in a 30-cm
sectionof Teflon tubing using liquid argon as a cryogen.The
cryogenic loop was warmed with hot water, injecting the
sampleonto a 0.6-m-long, PorapakQ chromatographic
column
using 10 mL/min of air as the carrier gas. Following the
separationcolumn, the samplestreamentereda conventional
FPD. For COS the systemhad an accuracyof 20% and a precision of 10%. The systemwas calibratedusingstandardsfrom
high-pressurecylinders that were added to the sample line
usingmassflow controllers.The concentrations
of COS in the
high-pressurestandardswere determinedusinggravimetrically
calibrated permeation tubes.
The massselective(MS) systemfrom Drexel University is
fully describedelsewhere[Thorntonet al., 1990]. Briefly, COS
in a 3-L air samplewas cryogenicallyenrichedusing liquid

sevenflightswere conductedover the TropicalAtlantic.Data
were also collectedon the ferry flights from Wallops Island,
Virginia, to Natal, Brazil. An overviewof the CITE 3 experimentis givenby Hoell et al. [thisissue].Althoughthe primary
purposeof the experimentwasto comparemeasurement
techniques,the resultingfield measurements
provide a detailed
data set for further scientific

evaluation.

argonas a cryogen.The cryogenicloop waswarmed,injecting
the sampleonto a 3-m-long, 2-mm ID Teflon columnpacked
with 3% Carbowax 20 M and 1% H3PO4 (Supelco Inc.,
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania) using a He carrier flow of
10 mL/min. Following the separationcolumn, the sample
stream entered an Extrel Corp. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
C50-400 quadrupolemassspectrometer.
Eachsampleincluded

TABLE 1. A ProposedBudget of AtmosphericCOS
Gmol COS per

Reference

year

Sources
Soils

1.2-3.3

Ocean

3.0-7.0

Golden et al. [1988]
Johnson and Harrison [1986]

Biomass burning

3.3

Crutzen et al. [1979]

Anthropogenicemissions
CS2 oxidation

1.0-5.0
5

Khalil and Rasmussen [1984]
Barns et al. [1983]

Sum

13-23

Flux to stratosphere

2.5

OH

1.5-2.5

Sinks

reaction

Land plants

3.3-6.7

Sum

7.5-12

Turco et al. [1980]
Wahner and Ravishankara [1987]
Golden et al. [1988]
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an isotopically labeled internal standard, which was added at
the inlet of the Teflon sample line. The concentration of

isotopically
labeled
CO34S
in thestandard
wasdetermined
by
comparison
with standardsof CO32S generatedfrom
gravimetrically calibrated permeation tubes. For COS the
systemhad an accuracy of 20% and a precision of 5%.
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Flight Overlap
Unfortunately, the configuration of each analytical system
representeda compromisein order to measureseveralsulfur
compounds.As such,the three systemsdid not alwaysmeasure
COS. Only on the ferry flights (flights 10 and 11) were all
three systemsmeasuringCOS. On four flights (4, 13, 14, and
15), COS was measuredby only two systems.The remaining
flights (5-9, 16-19) had only one systemmeasuringCOS, and
on flight 10, COS was not measuredby any system.Table 2
lists which systemsmeasuredCOS on each flight.
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Flight Data

Time seriesplots of COS concentrationsas measuredby the
FPD and ECD-S from flight 4 over the North Atlantic are
shownin Figure 1 as an example of the individual flight data.
It can easily be seen that during each flight there was little
correlation

between

the COS concentration

measurements.

5000

time series of the

FPD and the ECD-S. The data points were not collected at
exactly the sametime, so a direct statisticalcorrelationcannot
be made. However, to get an objective estimate of the
correlation between the two systems (FPD and ECD-S) for
flights 4, 13, 14, and 15 we constructeda least squaresfifthorder polynomial fit to each of the two time seriesof COS
concentration
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Hour on FLIGHT 4, AUG 22
Fig. 1. A time series of the COS measurementsfrom flight 4. The top
plot is from the FPD system, the middle plot is from the ECD-S
system, and the bottom plot is the aircraft altitude.

be-

atmosphericvariations encounteredalong most of the flight
paths.
have found that the correlation
coefficient
between the FPD
By a much different method, Gregory et al. [this issue] have
and the ECD-S systemsfor each individual flight was weak found significant correlationsbetween the FPD and the ECD-S
systems. That method looked at correlations between the conand negative, with correlationcoefficientsranging from-0.2
to-0.5. The clear conclusion is that during each flight the centrationrecord of the two systemsin pairs of measurements
sample-to-samplevariation in the measured concentrations where the collection periods overlapped in time. Also, and
from one or both systemswas instrumentaland not the result more importantly, Gregory et al. also looked at the entire
of real atmosphericconcentrationchanges.Apparently, the 5 CITE 3 record, not single flights. By finding significant correto 10% precisionin the measurements
was greaterthan the lations throughout the entire data record, it appearsthat the
tween the predictedCOS concentrationsat regular time intervals (every 0.05 hour) was then calculated.By this methodwe

TABLE 2. A Schedule of COS Measurements Showing Which Instrument Measured COS
on the Various Flights, and the Latitude Range of Each Flight
Flight
Number

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Date

Aug. 22
Aug. 23
Aug. 25
Aug. 28
Aug. 30
Aug. 31
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 9
Sept. 12
Sept. 15
Sept. 16
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 22
Sept. 22

Latitude
Range, deg
Low

High

32
33
37
38
31
36
37
13
-6
-11
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6

38
38
40
40
38
39
40
38
13
-6
2
2
-2
-2
-5
-5

FPD

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

MS

ECD-S
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variations in flight-to-flight COS concentrationswere real and

Wallops Island, Virginia, to Natal, Brazil (38øN to 6øS). As the

not instrumental.

primary missionof the flight was to ferry the planeand equip-

We will not duplicate the extensive work of Gregory et el.
[this issue] in looking at all of the correlations in the instrumental measurements.However, the data recordprovidessome
additional insight into the global cycle of atmosphericCOS. If
the sample-to-samplevariations in the COS record on a particular flight were mostly instrumentalnoise, and if the instrumental noise was random, then the average of a larger set of
data will reduce the instrumental noise by the squareroot of
the sample number.
As most flight tracts included measurementperiods near the
surface (at altitudes of 300 to 500 ft) as well as at higher
altitudes (typically 5000 ft but occasionally higher), we have
divided the data set into mean values for each analytical
system for each flight at each of two altitudes, below and
above 2000 ft. Figure 2 shows these mean values for each
systemin each of the two altitude bins as functionsof flight

ment from Virginia to Brazil, the most fuel- and time-efficient

number.

Several features appear in the flight-to-flight mean COS
values. One is a lower amount of variability over the Tropical
Atlantic (flights 13-19) as opposed to North Atlantic (flights
4-9). Another feature is the lower amount of COS on flight 6
and higher amountson flights 4 and 5. The meteorologicaldata
and back trajectory analysis are described by Shipham et el.
[this issue], who show that air massesencounteredon the flight
tracks originated 5 days earlier over the North Tropical
Atlantic Ocean for flights 4 and 5, over the eastern United
States for flights 7 and 8, over northern and central Canada
and passingover the easternUnited Statesfor flights 6 and 9,
and over the central Tropical Atlantic Ocean for flights 13
through 19. If the geographic regions 5 days upwind of the
flight track were influencing the measuredconcentration,then
the concentrationsassociatedwith these regions can be ranked
as North Tropical Atlantic ) easternUnited States) Canada)
central Tropical Atlantic Ocean.

flight path was chosen.This resultedin long flight tracks in
the mid-troposphereat altitudesof 12,000 to 16,000 ft. Flight
11 occurredon September9 from Wallops Island to Barbados
(13øN) with a refueling stop in Puerto Rico. Flight 12 continued the following day to Natal with a refueling stop in
Cayenne, French Guiana (5øN).
During flight 12 the ECD-S systemwas not operatingunder

optimal conditions. Under "normal" operation at Wallops
Island and at Natal, the module containing the gas chromatography (GC) columnsand catalystswas removed from the
aircraft so that heat and gas flow could be maintained (which
was not allowed on the aircraft for safety reasons).During the
overnightstayat Barbados,this was not possible,sothat it was
many hours into the flight before the system stabilized and
reliable measurementscould begin. There was also a data gap
in the ECD-S record at the beginning of flight 11 resulting
from a poisoned fluorination catalyst that required several
hours to recover.

Plots of COS

concentrations

as a function

of latitude

for

each of the three systemsare shown in Figure 3 along with
simple linear regressions.Although there appeared to be
greater variability in the concentrationrecords of the FPD and
the ECD-S than in the MS, the gradients registered by each
systemover the length of the flight path were quite consistent
at between 1.60 and 2.02 ppt per degree, with concentrations
decreasing southward. The similarity in the measured COS
gradients is remarkable in contrast to the lack of correlation
FPD
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Fig. 3. The latitudinalgradientof COS as measuredduringthe ferry
flight (flights 11 and 12) on September8 and 9, 1991, by (top) the
(above 2000 ft, and below 2000 ft) from each flight from each FPD system,(middle) the ECD-S system,and (bottom)the MS system.
analytical system.
The lines representleast squareslinear fits.

Fig. 2. Plots of the mean and standarddeviations for two altitude bins
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between the COS records of the FPD and the ECD-S during
flights over the North Atlantic and Tropical Atlantic. The
likely explanationis that the real variationin atmosphericCOS
concentrationswas greaterduring the ferry flights than during
the other flights, which each consistedof measurementsin a
relatively narrow latitude band.
The latitudinal gradient is also supportedin the statistical
record of the FPD and ECD-S systemsfrom the flights in the
North Atlantic and the Tropical Atlantic. The ECD-S record
showeda mean COS concentrationof 489 _+5.7 ppt over the
North Atlantic (31øN to 40øN) and 419 _+0.8 ppt over the
Tropical Atlantic (11 øSto 2øN), where the indicatedlimits are
the standarderror (standarddeviation/squareroot of N). This
translatesinto a latitudinalgradientof 1.77 ppt per degree.The

23,447

Possibleexplanationsfor the measuredgradientincludethe
following: (1) Anthropogenicsourcesare much larger than
estimated.(2) Land plantsmay not be the major sink. Deposition to land plants has been clearly demonstratedin
laboratory chambers;however, a recent field study in a
Georgia pine forest [Berresheim and Vulcan, 1992] has failed

to documentCOS depositionto land plants.(3) Another sink
may be operating, one that is not asymmetricbetween the
hemispheres,as is the proposedland plant sink.
A secondfeaturein the data that was supportedby boththe
FPD and the ECD-S was the higher variability of COS
concentrationsover the North Atlantic versus the Tropical
Atlantic. The variability within each flight is shown in

Figure 2 as plots of the standard deviation of the COS
concentrationmeasurementsfor each flight (for each of the
tration of 510 +_8.3 ppt over the North Atlantic and 442 +_ two altitude bins). Measurementsby the ECD-S showedthat
2.5 ppt over the Tropical Atlantic, which correspondsto a lati- the standard deviation of the COS concentrations over the
tudinal gradient of 1.72 ppt per degree.
Tropical Atlantic was one-half to one-third that over the North
Atlantic. The higher variability seenover the North Atlantic
Vertical
Gradients
Oceanis consistentwith a closerproximity to strongersources
with land or industrialactivity) and stronger
A simple vertical gradientfor each flight is demonstratedin (eitherassociated
Figure 2, where the mean COS concentrationsfrom below sinks suchas land plants. The increasedvariability in North
2000 and above 2000 ft are shown as a function of flight Atlantic atmosphericCOS concentrationswas also noted by
number for the FPD and ECD-S systems.The ECD-S record Bingemer et al. [1990].
A final featurein the COS datathat wassupportedmostlyby
showsa vertical gradientwith COS concentrationsincreasing
with altitude in the northernhemisphere(flights 4-8) and an the ECD-S record was that the COS concentrations associated
oppositegradient (decreasingwith altitude) in the data from with sourceregions(definedasthe geographicalregions5 days
the Tropics (flights 13-15). Unfortunately, in all overlap upwind of the particular measurements)were ranked as North
flights (4, 13, 14, and 15) the FPD measureda vertical gradient Tropical Atlantic > eastern United States > Canada > central
Tropical Atlantic Ocean. The ranking of the North Tropical
in the oppositedirection.
Atlantic and the central Tropical Atlantic are consistentwith
DISCUSSION
the general north-south gradient; the ranking of the eastern
The most striking feature in the COS measurementsfrom the United States and Canada are not. The surprisinglylow conCITE 3 project is the latitudinal gradientwhich was confirmed centrationsof COS in air that arrived from Canada might be
by all three analytical systems.Previous measurementsover explained by a large sink of COS to the boreal forest in central
the Pacific Ocean have shown little [Torres et al., 1980] or no and northern Canada, which might be expected during the
[Johnsonand Harrison, 1986] significant latitudinal gradient. summer growing season.If land plants in the northern hemiHowever, a recent study conductedfrom ship-basedmeasure- sphereare indeed the major sink of atmosphericCOS, and if
ments over the Atlantic Ocean [Bingemer et al., 1990] revealed the northernboreal forestscomprisea large componentof this
of COS in thenorthernhemisphere
a latitudinal gradient of atmospheric COS similar to that sink,thenthe concentration
presented here. That study found the highest COS concen- shouldexhibit an annual cycle that may be detectablefrom a
trations in air that had passedover Europe. Our highest con- time seriesof atmosphericCOS at a cleannorthernhemisphere
FPD record showed a mean and standard error COS concen-

centrations

of COS were in air masses that had traveled

west-

site.

ward on the south side of the North Atlantic High. Although
our trajectory analysis only goes back 5 days, the air masses
CONCLUSIONS
may have originated in Europe as well. If this is the case,then
The latitudinal gradient of COS measuredover the Atlantic
a substantialsourceof atmosphericCOS may be locatedin the
Ocean during CITE 3 averaged1.8 ppt per degree,with conEuropean continent. A European sourcecould explain part of
centrationsincreasingnorthward.This gradientwas supported
the discrepancybetween the lack of a COS gradient over the
by all three instrumentson the ferry flight, and by the two
Pacific Ocean and the measured COS gradient over the
Atlantic

Ocean.

instruments in their mean values from the North Atlantic

and

Tropical Atlantic flights. This gradient is not consistentwith
The most direct and important implication of the north-south
concentrationgradient is that there is a net sourceof COS in a small anthropogenicsourceand with land plantsbeing the
major sink. However, the variability of COS was greaterover
the northern hemisphere and a net sink of COS in the southern
the
Northern Atlantic Ocean than over the Tropical Atlantic
hemisphere, with southward transport of atmospheric COS.
Ocean, consistent with greater sources and sinks in the
This distribution of atmosphericCOS does not conform to our
northern hemisphere. These measurements confirm that our
present understanding of the atmospheric COS budget, in
particularwith our understandingof the distributionof COS presentunderstandingof the global budgetof atmosphericCOS
is incomplete.
sinks. Most sources of COS are assumed to be nonanthropogenic, the oceanis assumedto be a major source,and the only
Acknowledgments.
This work was fundedin part by NASA through
significant sink is believed to be deposition to land plants grantL46397C. Pacific Marine EnvironmentalLaboratorycontribution
(Table 1), which implies that the northern hemispheresink of 1330. Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphereand Ocean
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COS is at least twice that of the southernhemisphere.
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